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The systems to be described are derived from a common data base
consisting of a magnetic tape composed each week from information
gleaned from some 1,800 prime journals received from about forty five
diflerent countries and covering all the major areas of science and
technology; the information relates not only to articles but also to
editorials correction%letters to the editor, and so forth.
The manifest terms used to index these items include the journal
title, volume, page and year, the words in the title, the names of the
authors, the name of the place at which the authors work and a
co”mpletelist of any references included with articles.
The rate of processing, and the intellectual ability required, are
of a diflerent order to that required when texts are read and indexing
terms are allocated by subject experts (in the hopes that others will
use the same terms when seeking the article). However, the extraction
of information from a huge number of journals with many Mferent
editorial practice%ditlerent forma~ and in difTercntlanguages is no
mean task.
The task may be undertaken by persons having no subject lmowIedge at a relatively fast rate. A very large number of articles may
be processed with a short delay between first receipt of an articI~
and the appearance on tape of information about it; it becomes feasible
not only to process a sufficient number of journals in any subject
area in order to provide adequate coverage of that subject, but also
to process journals covering many di!lerent subject areas. This has
certain retrieval consequences best illustrated by an example.
Say a research engineer is investigating a new type of television
device. He will be served with information about not only the ‘ literamre of television and electronics’, but also with information about
the large and illde!ined ‘ literature of interest about television and
electronics’, including, for instance, the important area of the subject
reported upon in optical journals. This multi-disciplinary coverage
without barriers is of obvious importance in many subjects.
with regard to indexing, the usefulness of references is less obvious
than the other tags or terms which have been menaoned.
Given that we have, week by week, a magnetic tape carrying information about a large number of itern~ a computer loaded with that
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tqx may be inwructed to reorder and print out the stored information
in some desired manner. For instance, the instruction may be ‘ print
out a list of those current articles which have a particular reference
in common, beneath that reference’.
In figure Ia the result of such an instruction is shown.
Observe that two out of many thousands of recorded articles have
been selected, because in each of these two there was a reference to
by Kolin.
the 1959 dCk
The computer may then be instructed to print out information
about the citing articles in more detail (figure Ib).
If a man is engaged on the design of an electro-magnetic blood
flowmeter and transducers, lmows about Kolin’s 1959 article, and
wishes to be informed about current article$ he is led forward from
the 1959 article, which he equated with the subject of interes~ to
two 1967 sting articles.
This is an example of the idea of retrieving information via the
conceptual relationship between a cited and sting article; it is one
of the methods used in certairt end products and services to be
descrik@ derived from the magnetic tape; some answers wifl be
provided to the questions ‘ how useful is this idea for information
retrieval? Do authors habitually cite a proper selection of the prior
art? Are the current articles so found likely to be relevant? How
long does it take to carry out a search in this manner? ‘.
However before dealing with systems and their effectiveness it is of
interest to ask ‘ how can a particular information retrievaf system be
evaluated and compared with others? ‘. One answer to this question
has been given recently by Cooper,’ which seems to have considerable merit in a real situation.
Cooper suggests that a useful criterion is the amount of time saved
when using a particular retrieval system, as compared with the time
spent during a random search of a document collection. He also
suggests that an often made assumption that a collection may be
divided into two categories—those documents which are relevant, and
those which are not—is not very realistic. In reality any collection
may be ranked in many levels of relevance and interest. The capability
of a retrieval system in drawing attention to some arbitrary number
of upper levels should be considered. He suggests assessment of the
average expected search time per desired relevant document or,
alternatively, the time taken to screen out unwanted documents for
each relevant document found. Some results expressed in this way
(ISI)
will be given for the Institute for Scientific Information’s
systems.
The first end product to be discussed is the Automatic Subject
Citation Alert (LSCA) SDI service operated by the XSI. A weekly
printout is provided about current articles according to the standing
instructions given in a subscriber’s profile. The magnetic tape is
search~ item by item, for those articles tagged with the terms listed
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the profile. Figure 2 shows a profile circumscribing the subject
‘ Ilesign of electromagnetic blood flowmeters’, and also an example
of a printout showing information about articles retrieved via the
profile.
in

This profile includes various types of terms to exemplify usage;
the printout example lists information about actual current articles
retrieved. The number in brackets indicstes relevance in the opinion
of a subscriber, scaled from I to 5 (I being highly relevant). It usually
costs about ~40 to run a protile for one year, but the cnst will depend
on the nutrdxr of terms necess@ to circumscribe adequmely the
subject of interest.
To assist in the selection of words in titlq ISI publish a high
frequency word list, part of which is shown in figure 3; the information content and frequency of occurrence of words in titles may be
deduced from iL A low priced or unlisted wor& when used as
a ‘ word in title term’ on its own, will retrieve, on averagq a very
small number of articles each week. A more costly high frequency
word will retrieve a large number of articl~ many of which may be
of no interest because the word is not specific. The word costs in
the separate ‘ combo’ column reflect the lower probability of occurrence and higher information content of word pairs.
Three years of ASCA experience shows that the wide joutnal
coveragq lack of inter-disciplinary barrie~ and availability of several
dMerent types of term, combine to provide an ektivq
timely SDI
system. A subscriber’s co-cqxration is essential if the pro!ile is to
be tiective; unless he lmows something about literary practice in his
discipline, is prepared to devote care to profile compilation, and is
willing to circumscribe his subject properly and adequately, then his
weekly printout is likely to exclude relevant articles (p-&e too
specific) or to include excessive noise (prolile too broad). Often a
profile cxn be improved upon in the light of results; feedback leading
to a modification of the profile may be necessary, and again this is
up to the subscriber and is provided for in the system.
Some tests with ASCAon chemical subjects have recently been
reported upon by Abbot.’ ASCAperformed we% particularly when the
subject had inter-disciplinary aspec~ but it should be noted that
neither cited article term%word stems nor floating word stems were
included in the resuks.s
To conclude this brief discussion of ASCA,some mention must be
made of the significance of noise, as this is not always seen in its
true perspective when the so-called ‘ precision’ of information systems
is described. It may be necessary to accept a high proportion of noise,
in the knowledge that the prdle broadening which brings it about
is also bringing to light a high proportion of the published ‘ relevant’,
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and ‘ of interest’

articles. An ASCA printout

can be read and assessed

at a rate of about ten article entries per minute. Hence the possibly
substantial benefit of being informed about, my, one additional
relevant article per week, may be accompanied by the trivial perdty
of a list of a few unwanted arricles which may be quickly ignored.
ASCA is forkeeping
up.’The secondend product derived from the
magnetic tape file is for catching up. Reference’ is made to figure ~
which shows a part of the Citation indexj Source indexj and Mrnuterm Subject inde% collectively called the Science citation index
(SC1).’
The Source index section is an author+rdered list of articles for
a particular calendar year.
The Citation index section is an ordered list of the references front
these articles.
The articles from the Source index which have a reference in
common are listed beneath that reference in the Citation index.
The cited reference%spreading backwards across the centuries, are
those published scientific works which today’s scientists consider to
be worth citing. Because of the accelerating growth of science a high
proportion of the prior @ cited in a current year, lies within the
preceding five years.
It follows that if a searcher enters the SCI at some item of the
prior art identified with a particular subject, then he wilf be led
forward from that item to the current citing articles listed beneath it.
This is the simplest form of search strategy using the Citation index
If the citing articles are obtained, selected references from them
may be used as new citation index entry points, This process, known
as ‘ cycling’, again brings the searcher forward in time to a crop of
current citing articles. A network of articles interconnected by references is built up.
The Rrrnuterrn subject index section is an index to the words in the
titles of all the articles in the Source index. AU possible pairs of words
arepermuted and ordered in the mamner shown in @ure 4c. C.ert.airt
very high frequency words such as ‘ is’ and ‘ and’ are excluded.
A search will be described (see figure 5) using these three sections
of the ser.
The subject is ‘ The design of electromagnetic blood flowmeters’;
the starting points used are the words ‘ flow’ and ‘ square-wave’
(this word refers to a function in a class of instruments of interest).
The search initiator also suggested one reference which he identified
with the subject-an article by Kolirt in the Procee&zgs of the Society
of Ezpen”rnentd Biobgy ad Medicine, 1941 v 46 page 235.
This article by Kolin, number x on the diagrrQ was used as an
entry point in the 1967 SCI, but nobody ates it in 1967. me article
wasobtained,
andfromthereferences
giveninit+
articles
wereselected
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?igure 5: Example of search stratew ua~ms the SC1 and the P.1,
exhaustive search for the literatureof the subject DmIGN w ELECTROMAGNETICBLOOD FLCWMmRs.
Rectangles represent articles found (chronologicallyarranged). Symbols within

rectangles represent number of aticle (arbitrary~ in order of findi~)~ abbrerepresent
releviated name of ●uthor, and year of item. Figures v~thin brackets
clues.
vance ranked from 1 (high) to 5 (no interest)j
as judged from available

as new entry points. In this particular article only the briefest bibfb
graphic references are provide~ so without being a subject eqxrt
it is difficult to decide which articks would be of interest. Firstly a
reference to an article by the same author, Koliq was selected-article
no 2 on the diagram-and upon entering the 1967 SCr,two citations
tothisarticle
werefound. Other references given in article no x yield
futlher 1967 atittg articles (excluded from figure 5 for clarity).
This simple sequence of events might be all that is nemssary,
should the requirement be for a quick search in order to reveal a
small selection of current articles about a given subject. The fact
that the starting article provided in this case did not describe any
aspect of the subject of great important% and was not ated (at least
not in x967), did not preclude its use as a starting point.
Referring now to the starting words provided, two articles having
both of the words of interest were found in the 1966 Permuterm
subject index. The articles are numbered 5 and 6 on the diagram.
Being of recent origin, they have not yet been cited (as at September
1967), so the articles were obtsitm$ and their references observed.
In the case of article no 5 by Ferguson, the references included in it
are explicik and three were selected as points of entry-articles numbered 7, 8 aud 9. These three articles are ated by twelve 1967 article%
four out of the twelve being relevant or of interest.
Many possibilities now exist for continuing the search, and two
are given by way of example.
As the Source index is author+xdered, it may be entered to see
whether any of the known authors have written any other articles
about the same subject. For i.ostmcc in the IQ&5 Source inde~ it was
observed
that tie author Spencer has written a second article abut
the same subject-number 22 on the diagram. This kind of procedure
cartbe tried for other authors and for other years of the Source index.
Another technique which can be very rewarding is to observe a list
of the cited references under a known author’s name in the Citation
inde% paying particular attention to those references which have
been much ated.
Referring to tbe ated author Kolin in tbe 1967 Citation inde~ a
particular article by him is much cited-the article published in 1959
smd numbered 23 on the diagram. It is not known at the outset
whether the author is writing about the same subject in this particular
ated articlq as only an abbreviated reference is given, but this is
soon discovered, because detailed information about the citing articles
can be obtained from the Source inde~ and the relevance of the
ated article thereby deduced. Kolin’s 1959 article was ated fourteen
times in X967, two of the citing articles being of great interest.
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So farinthisaearc&slightly more than one hourhasbeenspen~
by far the greater
proportion
ofitinmaking notes about the information
found. This information relates to eighteen ardcles of interes~ half
of them published during 1967, and it may be considered that cnt+M
tine has been reached-that i% that no further time is justified for
continuing the search.
Let us consider what has been achieved: during the hour eighteen
articles ranging from ‘ highly relevant’ down to ‘of some intereat’
have been found, and thirty nine articles of no interest have been
ignotwd. ~ all of these thirty nine articles there are good reasons for
sting the earlier articles but the conceptual relationship is by reason
of the application of an electromagnetic flowmeter during an operation
or surgical experiment. It will be remembered that the searcher is
interested only in instrument design, so these thirty nine articles are,
rather strictly, classified as being of no interest. (They could well be
of interest to an associate.)
During the search hour the average time taken to find relevant
or of interest articles was 2} minutes per article (inclusive of writing
time), and the average time taken for an unwanted article was twenty
three seconds.
The relevance ranking given is based on a combination of the
CIUS the title, the author, and the journal and the activity of the
author.
If the search is being carried out by the research engineer, his
relevance assessment of the articles may be slightly revised when he
has obtained and read the articles. However if someone who is not
a subject expert is carrying out the search on behalf of the engineer,
then he may considerably revise the assessment.
If the engineer does the searching, his knowledge of the subject
will enable him to filter out noise before it breeds further noise during
an extended search, thereby saving search time.
The purpose of a literature search of this kind may be to iind the
maximum number of relevant articles in some justiable time or may
be to tind relevant articles-let us say six-in the minimum possible
time. There may be other requirements, particularly if the searcher
is interested in historical aspects of the subject; he may even wish
to know about the outstanding or ‘ milestone’ articles which have
been published.
Searches have been carried out which provide larger numbers of
relevant articles in a shorter time than in the search just described.
Ott the other hand some searches have been less rewarding and have
taken longer. At least in the early stage% any search will depend on
the effectiveness of the starting points chosen. If it so happens that a
subject expert chooses a starting paper which he knows is quite
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outstanding
in chesubject
area,
thenone look-upmay be suEicienL
as a high proportion of current articles may cite that welI known
paper.
Spencer’ has reported a comprehensive search carried out using
SCI, in which warch times and articles found compared favorably
with search times and aficles found using well known abstracting
journals. In one search, articles found from an abstracting journal
were used as starting pointy and then articles were found using sa
at the rate of 1.I per minute for the first 5.6 hours.
The test brings to mind a further application of sex—the up-dating
of an existing bibliography. Presumably the bibliography will be
subject-riented, the compiler having made a selection of the literature
for some specific purpose. The bibliography may be regularIy up-dated
simply by entering the currexttedition of scx (quarterly or annually)
at each reference to see who has cited it. It could be up-dated on a
weekly basis by running an ASCA profile consisting of the entire
bibliography.
Finally let us consider the task of providing a comprehensive biblio
graphy from scrat~ including the significant prior art and current
important articles about a specified subject. Let us assume that the
compiling is to be done by a person who knows little about the
subje~ and the purpose of rhe exercise is to provide a scientis~ who
is about to start on a new area of _
with a list of important
background reading. This has been done for the flowmeter subj&t
already discussed. The prinaple employed was to collect information
as quickly as possible up to some arbitrary number of articles if
necessary using more than one edition of ser. The number must be
large enough for certain mends to be obviou$ primarily to answer
the question ‘ is there a manageably small number of articles+ one
or more of which will probably be cited by any relevant current
article? ‘. This is really the same question that should be asked by
anyone compiling an ASCA profile. However the ASCA subscriber @
usually & in a position to provide the answer; in MS case we have
to deduce it.
A convenient way of arranging information is to list the arbitrary
number of articles alphabetically by author, and to mark against
each the number of’ mentions’, distinguishing betwom self-chtitm~
citaaons (references) observed in one of tbe obtained artkde~ stations
found in SCI, or information found by author search in the Source
index. Suitable weight must be given to the fact that articles will
not be equally eligible for citing-an article published in 1963 of
some repute may have accumulated more citations by x@6 than an
article of equal repute published in 1965.
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From this lis~ some articles will be mentioned on% others several
times. It may be helpful to draw a station diagram of the type
shown in !igure 5 for some manageable number of preferred articles
(if more than about forty articles are included on such a diagram
the picture becomes conhsed). The purpose of the drawing is to
assist in establishing or Con6rmhg relevance by observing common
references in a group of articl% perhaps to articles of known relevance
(bibliographic coupling).
By these procedure% sutlicknt clues will accumulate to indicate
that cermin articles are in the ‘ milestone’ category-they
may be
much ated and probably describe some notable advance in the
subject; or they may be review articles or even controversial articles.
Twelve articles of this kind were identifkd in the flowmeter subject.
These were used to find current articles as each 1967 su quarterly
was publiahedj and would of murse be used as key terms in an INCA
proiile. W
spedc
items of this type are included in the prdle
of figure x—the book by SherclM and the articles by Deniaon and
Spencer.
These methods have been tried out with some success with subjects
as diverse as’ holography ’,’ explosive welding’, and’ foot and mouth
disease virus replication’. One &t&uhy during assessment is to 6nd
out subsequently what articles have been missed. In the flowmeter
subject two articles published in 1967 would not have been retrieved
because they appeared in journals not covered by ISL Presumably
they will appear in the system in due course when suffiaent time
has elapsed for them to be cited. Although a careful lookout has
been kep~ it is by no means certain that there are not other missed
articles.
The subject ‘ holography’ is of some interest; 125 articles pub
MM
during 1967 had at least one of six articles in common, It
took only fifteen minutes to appreciate the signiksnce
of the six
articles which are by two authors. The 125 articles are found by
entering the Citation index at two places-that
is at the two ated
●urhors. However in a d
group of articles (1968) about vibration
analysis and temporal ~
the amtions are to very recent work
only, not to the ai2 slasaic articles.

These references rekt
a new trend, and rather esceptiomdly, do
not couple up with the prior art on which they are baaed. They
would have been retrieved by words in title through ASCA or the
Permutexm inde~ but for retrieval through amtion% only a man
closely following developments would have looked up the appropriate
starting article in ScI.
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From the search described, from other searches which have been
csrried outs and from experience obtsined during the operstkm of a
number of ASCA profle% h may be concluded that the systems described are prsctics.1 and effective. As in all inforrnaaon systems there
are advantages and disadvtmtsges; the disadvantages msy be minimised if the general prinaples of the possible searsb strategies are
cleaxly undersmod. The muhkhciphrisry
coverag~ and tbe facilities
provided for retrieval through the association of concepts and ideas
are unique for a system of this magnitude. The results obtained in
practice from tie proper employment of these speeial attributes indicate that the system compares very favorably with other information
retrieval systems.
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